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The opinions expressed in this session by the speaker, host/co-

hosts, guests and the audience are solely the opinions and

responsibility of the original source who express them. They do

not necessarily represent the opinions of The Product Event

Organisers, Verizon, Verizon Media, it’s subsidiaries or affiliates.

The Product Event, Verizon, Verizon Media or it’s subsidiaries,

the speaker does not warrant or guarantee 1) the accuracy,

adequacy, quality, validity, completeness, or suitability of any

information for any purpose; the audience is encouraged to do

their own research; 2) that the information will not contain material

which some individuals may disagree with or otherwise deem

objectionable.



“The PM is the CEO of the Product”





VS



“Product Management is more ART than 

Science”



It seems we all want… PM PASSION



...more Passion

…..actual duties for that last one: 





NOBODY is EXEMPT!

VP of Finance

VP Revenue Marketing

VP of People*



So, how do we interview for Passion?



Interviewing for Smarts

The Puzzle

You have eight balls all of the 

same size, 7 of them weigh the 

same, and one of them weighs 

slightly more. How can you find 

the ball that is heavier by using a 

balance and only two weighings?



Interviewing for Smarts

The Case Study

How many piano tuners are there 

in Chicago?



Interviewing for Smarts

The PRODUCT Case Study

Tell me how you would build 

a new app 

for…dating/photos/...



Interviewing for Smarts

Game Theory

5 pirates discover 100 gold coins. They need to 

split them. The pirates are ranked based on their 

experience (Pirate 5 is the most experienced). 

The most experienced pirate gets to propose a 

plan and then rest vote on it. If at least 1/2 of the 

pirates agree on the plan, the gold is split 

according to the proposal. If not, the most 

experienced pirate is killed and this continues 

until a proposal is accepted. The 1st priority of 

the pirates is to stay alive and 2nd to maximize 

the gold they get. 

Pirate 5 devises a plan which he knows will be 

accepted for sure and will maximize his gold. 

What is his plan?



Interviewing for Smarts*

The Strategy Presentation

● Present a market/industry 

(other than OURs) that we 

should go after, why, and 

how.

● Tell us how to grow XYZ 

product/market

+



Interviewing for…?

- Where do you see yourself in 

5 years?

- Why do you want to work 

here?

- What is your biggest 

weakness?



Learning the Ropes Knows the Ropes Invented the Ropes

Interviewing for Skill



Top Managerial 

Lamentations

- Communication

- Leadership

- Influence

- Strategy

- Business sense

- Prioritization

- Communication

"Hire character. 

Train skill."
-Peter Schutz



“At race circuits the pit team pays 

little attention to rank or position -

I sometimes found myself being 

ordered to go fetch a tool or 

spare tire if I happened to be on 

hand. The team simply works 

together to get the job done as 

well as humanly possible, each 

person contributing to the best 

of his or her abilities."  

Peter Schutz, 

Former CEO Porsche



“Be the highlighter”
Captivate, Vanessa Van Edwards

Hiring for Character

“No grit, no pearl”
Anonymous

Insert your own character / mindset wishlist here….



Interviewing for Character and more...

Situation

Task & Thought Process

Actions

Results



3 ½ Principles

1.Know what you should want

2.Attract that mindset

3. "Hire character. Train skill." 
...and support them


